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QUALITY

IT’S ABOUT A
OF DISCIPLES,
NOT A QUANTITY OF DISCIPLES
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SO, YOU’RE INTERESTED IN BEING A SMALL GROUP LEADER. GREAT! BUT, WHAT DOES HARVEST EXPECT OF
SMALL GROUP LEADERS? WE’RE GLAD YOU ASKED. AT HARVEST, SMALL GROUP LEADERS...
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Want to study the Bible and apply it

Know you need to share openly with

to your life? We do that. Harvest

people you can trust about your sin,

small groups seek to absorb more

faulty beliefs, and ways you are

and more of the Bible so that we

struggling? Harvest small groups

grow more and more into the image

spend time in groups of men and

of Jesus Christ together.

women confessing to one another,
encouraging and challenging each
other, and exhorting each other to
othe
pursue Christ wholeheartedly.

Need to feel a sense of community that

Tired of ho-hum prayer times with

goes beyond football games or

little pursuit of God? We say down with

binge-watching Netﬂix shows together?

weak, pithy times of prayer, and we

Harvest small groups give you an

say up with heart-invested, mind-stir-

opportunity to invest in other people for

ring, total surrender prayer that both

their greatest good. And you will be

prays for needs as well as seeks God’s

invested in by people who treasure Jesus

glory and his will in everything.

and desire
desi for you to do so more and
more.
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A Small Group is not a class. Nor is a Small
Group Leader a teacher in the traditional
sense. Rather, a Small Group Leader is one
who facilitates a discussion in a meaningful
direction through the use of questions

1) Pre-select questions to guide the discussion in a
purposeful direction.
2) Start with an engaging question to introduce the
study to generate interest in the topic.
3) Balance the types of questions you ask –
understanding questions,
open-ended questions, and application questions.
4) Direct
Di
questions toward speciﬁc individuals to
draw people into the discussion.
5) Healthy discussion involves interaction with all
members of the group not just with the leader.
6) Seek to incorporate application throughout your
discussion – don’t just wait until the end.
Good questions generate discussion and lead to
life application
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1)
2)
3)
4)

Ask people to share their testimony of coming to faith in Christ
Be honest about the joys of your life and be transparent about struggles you have
Ask for prayer from others
As you discuss God’s Word, commit to making it personal to how it challenges,
encourages, and instructs you personally
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- When Level 1 and Level 2 Soul Care successfully happen in small groups, the
number of Level 3 and Level 4 counseling cases decreases dramatically!
- Early detection of sin patterns, attitudes, or false beliefs, combined with speaking
up about these when detected, are powerful examples of Soul Care in small groups.
- “Soul Care” is not a term your group needs to hear. It’s a commitment YOU make
as a leader, and it is an environment you foster by speaking the truth in love
(Eph. 4:15)
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talk about the
weather, sports,
shopping, tv shows

share facts about
yourself
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share personal feelings, fears,
failures
To get to a level of transparency,
there must be:
1. Conﬁdentiality—a sense of
equal level of trust
2. Mutuality—a sense of equal
level of sharing

MAKE IT A PRIORITY
- Make it a priority and give it the time it deserves.
Make sure you manage your study/discussion time to reserve 30-40 minutes for breakout time. When
you break out, guide that time to include meaningful sharing, not just surface conversations.

CAST THE VISION
- Cast the vision for transparency and conﬁdentiality oﬅen.
Begin your accountability time with sharing your heart about lowering
l
masks and being authentic,
committing to accept and not judge one another, and reminding what is shared in the group stays in the
group. To get to a deeper level of transparency there must be conﬁdentiality (a sense of equal level of
trust) and mutuality (a sense of equal level of sharing). The best way to get deeper transparency in your
group is to model it yourself!

GET SPECIFIC
- Get to speciﬁc evaluation (how
(h are you doing with...) and action steps (what will you do this week
with...).
Accountability is more than someone identifying some Spiritual Growth Points. Encourage people to
move beyond vague generalities to where they’re at with speciﬁc issues and commitments. Ask: “How
can I pray for you speciﬁcally this week?” Most of the time people haven’t thought through speciﬁc steps
they need to take. And if they haven’t thought it through, they will never take those steps. This is your
role as a spiritual leader in your Small Group. If you’re not pressing them (in love), who is?

FOLLOW UP
- Faithfully follow up in prayer, through a phone call, and at the next group meeting.
Follow up by adding the request to your daily prayer list. Follow up with a phone call to cheer them on as
you run alongside of them. Follow up by reviewing speciﬁc commitments and prayer requests from the
previous week at the next Small Group time. Afer all, isn’t this when accountability really begins? It’s not
just confessing sin or making a commitment, but accountability is ... well ... keeping someone
accountable to what he said he would do.

FOCUS ON GOSPEL REALITIES
- Whether someone is struggling with a physical trial, confessing sin in their heart or actions, or telling
the group about their diﬃcult marriage, point them back to the gospel. Do not let the conversation stop
with “Wow, that’s tough” or “I’m sorry to hear that”. Ask the group to pitch in and share the truths of the
gospel with the person! We all need reminders of God’s grace and power, whether that be strength to
persevere, assurance of forgiveness, the need for repentance, or patience in a hard relationship. Make
sure your group relentlessly focuses on the good news of Jesus in the midst of anything being talked
about.
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“GROUND RULES” FOR GROUP PRAYER
Create a short, memorable list of “rules” regarding small group prayer time. Tell them to the group and
return to them from time to time. Don’t be the “prayer time police”, but show how serious you take it.
Consider the following:
- Prayer requests need to be personal as much as possible, related to you and not always others
- Keep the sharing brief. What are you praying about? The back story is usually not necessary.
- Move from horizontal (talking about the request) to vertical (seeking God together) as soon as possible

REAL WORLD EXAMPLES
The following are practical suggestions to bring change to your group prayer and go deeper together:
- "As we transition to praying together, let’s keep it really personal. How can we pray for one another right
now?"
- "In light of everything we’ve been discussing, let’s go straight to God and ask him to work on our hearts".
- "Tonight, let’s pray about the theme of X" (create it, or base it oﬀ your curriculum discussion)
- Instead of always taking requests, just go straight to God in prayer together from time to time.
- Popcorn prayers:
p
Explain that the goal is short prayers, 1-2 sentences, thanking and praising God for
something or bringing a need to him brieﬂy. Encourage people to pray multiple times about diﬀerent things.
- Review the previous week’s prayer requests and make continued prayer the theme of the night. Keep
praying for the same people or items for a few weeks in a row.
- Focus your prayer
p
time on a couple, or an individual. This is particularly powerful before a major life
decision, or change like a baby being born, getting married, or taking a big step of faith. Ask everyone to
pray for that person, sharing your thanks to God for them and asking for His help in their life. Consider
laying hands on the person as you pray for them.
- Go straight to prayer, with each person praying for the person to their leﬅ, for whatever comes to mind.
- Split the group in half and pray together in smaller groups
- Encourage members to pray in a variety of postures: standing, kneeling, holding hands, palms up, etc.
- Divide into smaller groups
g
(groups of 2, 3, 4), spread out around the house you are in, and set a speciﬁc
amount of time (i.e. 20 minutes) for prayer as a smaller group. You may also consider doing themed prayer,
with each group taking a certain theme.

KEEP TRACK OF YOUR PRAYERS
Figure out a way to chronicle the prayer requests, (large group and accountability time). Keep a list
on your phone, or in a journal, or have a diligent note taker do it for the group. This helps you…
- Send the list of requests to the group later that week (or have the note taker send it)
- Follow up on the prayer requests the following week
- Provide opportunity to rejoice over answered prayer
25
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5 TOOLS AT A LEADER'S DISPOSAL TO PROVIDE HOPE AND DIRECTION
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If you are succeeding as a small group leader, things will get messy. Read that again: if you are succeeding,things will get messy. That’s because one of
the main goals of Harvest small groups are to draw out patterns of belief, thought, behavior and motivation that are ungodly, unwise, untrue, the list
goes on. The goal of a small group leader is not to lead a perfect group of people; it is to lead an imperfect group of disciples closer to Jesus.
The Fruit to Root tool is a resource you need to get to know. Changing behaviors (or words) are never the end goal. The goal is to help a person change at
the Root (heart) level, which will overﬂow into a visibly changed life. Your task is to drive beyond what you see and hear, and uncover what is at the
heart level.

FROM FRUIT TO ROOT
FRUIT BEHAVIOR

DESCRIBE THE SITUATION...AND YOUR RESPONSE TO IT.
ANGER
FOOLISHNESS
Interrupting/Defensive
Impatient /Irritable
Critical/Judgmental
Sarcastic/Harsh (Peace Breaker)

Deceiving/Lying
Joking/Distracting
Insensitive/Immature
Attention Seeking/Over Emotional

DESPAIR
Hi d i n g / Es c a p i n g
Complaining/Grumbling
Lonely/Dependant
Self-Conscious/Shy

FEAR
Co n t r o l l i n g / A v o i d i n g
Second Guessing
People Pleasing
Enabling/Appeasing (Peace Faker)

WHAT WERE YOU THINKING OR FEELING?

TRUNK THOUGHTS

ANGER
Bitter/Vengeful thoughts

FOOLISHNESS
Selﬁsh/Blame Shiﬅing Thoughts

Perpetrator /Intimidating/Manipulative Impulsive/Risk taker

I’m right/I can’t be wrong
I’m entitled

I’m a trouble maker
I can’t help it

DESPAIR
Defeating/Doubting Thoughts
Outcast/Isolated
I’m a loser/Why go on?
I’m unworthy

FEAR
Perfectionistic/Self-Protective Thoughts

Victim/Shame
I’m damaged goods/Never good enough

I’m unlovable

WHAT DID YOU WANT?

ROOT DESIRES/MOTIVES

ANGER
Control
Authority
Power

FOOLISHNESS
Pleasure
Attention
Greed

DESPAIR

Proverbs 20:5 “The purpose in a man’s
heart is like deep water, but a man of
understanding will draw it out”.

Comfort
Aﬃrmation
Escape
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FEAR
Security
Acceptance
Peace

1) Lovingly tell them you’re hearing/seeing “fruit”, but that you need to understand
more to get to the root.
2) Ask them as many heart revealing questions as needed, such as
1) What was the situation and how did you respond?
2) What are you thinking, feeling, or believing (about God, the person, themselves) right
now?
3) What do you want?
4.)In this situation, what do you believe your ultimate goal is? Is it happiness, or
control, or revenge, or attention, or satisfaction…
3) Aﬅer truly listening, go to Scripture and/or use biblical truths
1) If this is during group time, solicit the help of your group! This encourages Mutual
Ministry together
2) Remind the person what is most true about themselves - that they are forgiven, a
child of God, never earned salvation and cannot lose it, are fully justiﬁed because of
Jesus, etc.
3) Remind them of who God is - faithful, merciful, patient, compassionate, just, loving
4) PRAY together. Ask the person to pray from the heart, and listen to what they pray
about to further understand the condition of their heart
5) Persevere in the relationship. Tell them you want them in the group, you believe in
God’s power in their lives, and that the group wants to help.
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As a Harvest small group leader, you are cared for by a Small Groups Coach. Each coach is a mature
Christian who is committed to the Harvest model of small groups, and is committed to assisting and
training small group leaders to constantly grow in their role.
A coach is responsible for up to 5 groups, depending on their capacity to adequately help leaders.
Coaches help small group leaders in 3 primary areas:
1) Visiting Small Groups in order to provide encouragement and feedback
2) Maintaining Harvest Small Group DNA
3) Training Small Group Leaders

VISITING SMALL GROUPS
Coaches visit small groups on a rotating basis, coming to each of their groups 3 or
more times per year. This gives the coach an opportunity to encourage you as a
leader in front of your group, witness the group’s culture and speak into it, instill
Harvest Small Group DNA into the whole group (such as a commitment to multiply),
and give you feedback about your leadership.

MAINTAINING HARVEST SMALL GROUP DNA
Har
Harvest
Small Groups are groups that multiply themselves. But, if not carefully maintained,
the DNA of our small group ministry could be jeopardized if someone is not ensuring a
quality “DNA transfer” from one group to another. For example, if group members think the
only reason a group multiplied is because it got too big, that is a major fail! Coaches help
group leaders and members understand that multiplying is part of the mission of our
groups, as is transparent accountability, depth of relationship, meaningful prayer,
application of the Word, and more. Coaches help maintain Harvest small group DNA.

TRAINING SMALL GROUP LEADERS
Leading a small group
g
over a long period of time can become routine, and it is
natural for certain things to become less of a priority as time goes on. We provide
training to small group leaders for the unity of the whole ministry, and coaches
regularly assist in oﬃcial training sessions. They also informally train leaders
aﬅer a visit, giving valuable insight to strong aspects of your group as well as
things that were noticed that need change, improvement, or maybe just greater
understanding for you as a leader.
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VISITATION REQUIREMENTS OF A COACH:
- Visit each of your small groups at least 3x per year
- During the visit, speak up about 2 primary things: How much you appreciate the small group leader, and
communicate some piece of Harvest Small Group DNA for members to be aware of
- During all-group discussion, do your best to be observant and pay close attention to how the leader is
leading
- During group prayer, evaluate the method used for prayer (were they taking requests, going straight to
prayer, or doing a “response” prayer aﬅer their discussion?) and the overall impact and importance of the
prayer time on the group.
- During accountability, make note of the comfort (or lack thereof), closeness of group members, open
sharing, and how the leader leads the time

FEEDBACK REQUIREMENTS OF A COACH:
-Provide prompt feedback to your small group leader. This may come in three forms: phone, email or face
to face meeting.
An email or phone call is required aﬅer every visit, stating your appreciation of them having you,
things you noticed during the visit, and any points of growth you want them to work on.
Face to face could happen casually on a Sunday (particularly if everything is positive), but it may
mean a follow up with coﬀee or a meal if a longer discussion is needed.

TRAINING REQUIREMENTS OF A COACH:
- Coaches attend every training and assist the Small Groups Pastor with anything needed during trainings
(gathering as a group, leading a discussion, etc.)
- Coaches participate in as many “Leader in Training” (LIT) trainings as they can (usually 2 per year). These
are speciﬁcally for people considering small group leadership but who don’t have a group yet. Because
coaches help maintain small group DNA, participating in these meetings can be highly beneﬁcial.
-Assist your group leaders when they begin preparing to multiply. This means:
Regularly asking a leader for an update regarding multiplying. Coaches help keep leaders aware of
Harvest’s desire to see them raise up leaders and send another group out.
Attend a small group when an LIT is leading it, to provide feedback to both current and prospective
leaders.
-Assist in the assignment of new rosters if asked to do so.

ARE SMALL GROUP COACHES ALSO SMALL GROUP LEADERS?
Coaches may be leaders but do not have to be. If a coach is a leader, they will oversee less groups (up to 3
additional groups besides the one they lead). If they coach without leading, they must be committed
members of one group and will be given up to 4 more groups to oversee. It depends on the capacity of each
coach and the desires they have to lead a group as they coach or not. This is taken on a case by case basis.
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Multiplication is the process of taking a vibrant, growing small group and turning it into TWO vibrant, growing small groups. At Harvest,
EVERY small group is a multiplying small group. While each group follows a diﬀerent path to get there, every small group leader must
be fully committed to realizing this goal… and hopefully numerous times during their “career” as a small group leader!

Multiplication is beautiful, hard work. Moving your small group from “I love this group and don’t want it to change” to “Let’s get out
there and make more disciples!” is no small task. People are naturally inclined to want to keep something they enjoy, and oﬅen will initially believe that if the group changes or “ends”, so will their recent spiritual growth. Nothing could be further from the truth!

The two most common questions from small group leaders about multiplying are WHEN to multiply and HOW to multiply.
Let’s get to work...
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DISCERNING A LEADER IN TRAINING
Multiplication is ﬁrst and foremost about making disciples. But how can you be the type of disciple God has called you to be without turning
around and making disciples yourself? When Jesus gave the Great Commission (Matthew 28:19-20), multiplication was intrinsic to his
mission. So as disciples grow and mature in small group, they're equipped and sent out to lead a small group and make more disciples for
the glory of God. Therefore, multiplying your small group is not just a nice idea; it is essential to the mission of the church and is an important
measurement in determining our eﬀectiveness as a church.

Multiplication starts way before
be the ﬁnal meeting, when one group becomes two. It starts with the culture you work hard to create in your
group. A “culture of multiplication” happens as you regularly highlight your desire to multiply, the reasons multiplying is such a blessing to a
small group, and as you lead the way even if others are slow to follow.
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DEVELOPING LEADER IN TRAINING
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STEP 1: SET A TARGET DATE NO MORE THAN 2 MONTHS OUT FROM WHEN YOU INFORM THE GROUP.
Capture the momentum! Once you’ve announced it, don’t drag it out. Set a date, and pray for the multiplication
every week leading up to it. If you need even more speciﬁcity, aim to multiply between 3 - 5weeks from when
you announce it.

STEP 2: MAKE 2 ROSTERS WITH YOUR LIT
Work with your LIT to make the rosters. Discover who they feel most connected to, think through important
pre-existing relationships that should be kept together, and even think about intentionally separating really close
friendships that don’t need small group to maintain relationship.
*** Leader, make it your goal to send the stronger roster with the new leader! ***

STEP 3: CONTACT EACH SMALL GROUP MEMBER ABOUT THEIR FUTURE GROUP.
This step is crucial! You as the leader need to personally make contact with every single person, both the ones
you are keeping and the ones you are sending. In person or on the phone is best. This provides you with the
chance to enthusiastically show your support of the new leader (when sending), or excitedly invite someone to
remain with you in the group. Solicit clear “yes” votes. If someone is unwilling and/or uncomfortable, address
that and make a decision for what’s best for the person to be in a position to continue growing in Christ. Again,
your small groups coach exists to help in these situations.

STEP 4: CELEBRATE AS ONE BIG GROUP BEFORE MULTIPLYING
Set aside the ﬁnal night to be a party,
part celebrating God’s work in your group to multiply leaders and small groups.
Eat good food together and spend time praying for both groups to grow and do it again!
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